
Wander & Lost
Music video - Treatment by Ella Strickland de Souza



• Black and white video.

• Themes of fixated love, loss, 
loneliness, waiting. 

• Three separate narratives side by side 
all working towards a climax. 

• Balloons and water as motifs.

Overview





Locations
The video will be filmed across three locations; a lake/woodland, by the river in a city (London) and a hotel.



Narrative 1
A female figure walks slowly through a forest holding hands with a balloon person. 
They eventually reach a lake and the woman lets go of the balloon’s hand and leaves 
it behind on the shore as she enters the water with her clothes on. She lies back 
and floats, the lake begins to fill with floating balloons. Eventually, peaceful, she 
leaves the water to find a real person waiting for her. Possible filming locations: 
Epping Forest or Lea River (London).

The lake / woods



Narrative 2
Central London at night, it is rainging. The camera looks through the window where 
a man sits at a table looking pensive. He gets up to leave and starts walking 
through the streets. Somewhere along the way he picks up a balloon and walks with 
it until the reaches a river. Water begins to fall down his face and balloons start 
to fill the street. Possible filiming locations: Southbank and Covent Garden.

The city 



Narrative 3
A high-class but anonymous hotel. In the hotel elevator, a woman exits and walks 
to her room down a long corridor. She goes to the window and looks out. She opens 
the mini bar but doesn’t take anything out. She enters the bathroom and gets in the 
shower with her clothes on. The water flows over her, the bathtub begins to overflow 
with balloons until the room is filled. 

The hotel



Outfits
Monochrome to contrast the white 
balloons. Formal and minimalist so as 
not to detract from the surroundings. 
Everyone should be different but linked 
in style: suit and white shirt, dark 
polo neck, white shirt and trousers/dark 
skirt, formal dress. Plain, no patterns 
but texture can be good to show up in 
black and white.





The band
Grace - vocals/synth Adam - guitar Ritu - drums



Single 
artwork



Instagram: kinbandofficial
Twitter: KINbandofficial


